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In food terminology, duck or duckling (when meat comes from a juvenile duck) refers to
duck meat, the meat of several species of bird in the family Anatidae, found in both fresh
and salt water.
One species of freshwater duck, the mallard, has been domesticated and is a common
livestock bird in many cultures. Duck is eaten in various cuisines around the world.
Magret refers specifically to the breast of a mulard or Muscovy (or Barbary) duck that
has been force fed to produce foie gras.[1]
Braised duck, Teochew style
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Duck meat
Duck meat is derived primarily from the breasts and legs of ducks. The meat of the legs is
darker and somewhat fattier than the meat of the breasts, although the breast meat is
darker than the breast meat of a chicken or a turkey. Being waterfowl, ducks have a layer
of heat-insulating subcutaneous fat between the skin and the meat.
De-boned duck breast can be grilled like steak, usually leaving the skin and fat on.
Internal organs such as heart and kidneys may also be eaten; the liver in particular is
often used as a substitute for goose liver in foie gras.
Duck is particularly predominant in the Chinese cuisine — a popular dish is Peking duck,
which is made from the Pekin duck. Duck meat is commonly eaten with scallions,
cucumbers and hoisin sauce wrapped in a tortilla-like pancake made of flour and water or
a soft, risen bun known as gebao (割包).
Duck breast with foie gras

The Pekin duck is also the most common duck meat consumed in the United States, and according to the USDA, nearly 26
million ducks were eaten in the U.S. in 2004. Because most commercially raised Pekins come from Long Island, New York,
Pekins are also sometimes called "Long Island" ducks, despite being of Chinese origin. Some specialty breeds have become
more popular in recent years, notably the Muscovy duck, and the mulard duck (a sterile hybrid of Pekins and Muscovies).[2]
Unlike most other domesticated ducks, Muscovy ducks are not descended from mallards.

Duck in dishes from around the world
Duck is used in a variety of dishes around the world, most of which involve roasting for at least part of the cooking process to aid
in crisping the skin. Notable duck dishes include:
◾ Bebek Betutu – a famous traditional dish from Bali, Indonesia. The duck is first seasoned with pungent roots and various
herbs, wrapped with banana leaves, and roasted. Chicken is also used to prepare Betutu.
◾ Confit – duck legs that have been cured (partly or fully) in salt, then marinated and poached in duck fat, typically with
garlic and other herbs. The French word confit means "preserved", and the French name for duck confit is "confit de
canard".
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◾ Czernina – a sweet and sour Polish soup made of duck blood and clear poultry broth. It was
once considered a symbol of Polish culture until the 19th century, customarily served to
young men and is even featured as a plot device in a famous epic poem called Pan
Tadeusz.
◾ Duck à l'orange – a classic French dish in which the duck is roasted and served with an
orange sauce.
◾ Foie gras – a specially fattened and rich liver, or a pâté made from the liver, sometimes
taken from a duck but usually from a goose.
◾ Long Island roast duckling – this is a whole roasted bird, sometimes brined previously.
When done properly, most of the fat melts off during the cooking process, leaving a crispy
skin and well-done meat. Some restaurants on Long Island serve this dish with a cherry
sauce.
◾ Oritang – a variety of guk, Korean soup made with duck and various vegetables.[3]
Duck roasted with Chinese
◾ Peking duck – a famous Chinese dish originating from Beijing, prepared since the Ming
angelica herb
Dynasty era. It is prized for the thin, crispy skin, with authentic versions of the dish serving
mostly the skin and little meat, and eaten with pancakes, scallions, and hoisin sauce or
sweet bean sauce.
◾ Pressed duck – a complex dish originally from Rouen, France.
◾ Turducken: an American dish that comprises a turkey, stuffed with a duck, which is in turn stuffed with a chicken.
◾ Zhangcha duck – a quintessential dish of Sichuan cuisine. It is first prepared by smoking a marinated duck over tea leaves
and twigs of the camphor plant, then steamed, and finally deep fried for a crisp finish. Also called tea-smoked duck.

Balut
A balut is a developing bird embryo (usually a duck or chicken) that is boiled and eaten
from the shell. It originates and is commonly sold as street-food in the Philippines. They
are common food in countries in Southeast Asia, such as Laos (khai look ໄຂ
ູ ກ in Lao),
່ ລ
Cambodia (pong tia koun ពង កូ ន in Cambodian),[4] Thailand (Khai Khao ไข่ขา้ ว in
Thai) and Vietnam (trứng vịt lộn or hột vịt lộn in Vietnamese). They are often served
with beer. The Tagalog and Malay word balut means "wrapped".
The length of incubation before the egg is cooked is a matter of local preference, but
generally ranges between 14 and 21 days.

Pollution contaminating wild duck
Ducks caught in the wild may be contaminated from pollution of rivers and other bodies
of water, because they eat fish and other aquatic life. In particular, PCBs may pose a

Partially shelled balut egg showing
yolk and embryo.

health risk for those who eat wild duck frequently.[5]
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